
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Suffolk Concert Band held on
Wednesday 10th April 2019, at 7.45pm, at Holy Trinity Church Hall, Ipswich

Chair: Mr Brian Annis (VP)
Members Present: 21
VPs Present: 3

 1. Apologies for absence
These were received from Lisa Cheadle, Mark Cheadle, Ruth Symington, Andrew Farthing, Roger Jones 
(VP), Martin Bell (President), Suzanne Dexter-Mills (VP), Paul Blofield, Maggie Porter, Jill Blofield, Emma 
Albins, Heather Ferguson, Simon Cutts.

 2. Adoption of minutes held on Wednesday 28th March 2018
The minutes were adopted with the following correction:
(12) The quote from Coes for replacement jackets should say £175 not £200.

Proposed – Lucy Ball
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 3. Matters arising from meeting held on Wednesday 28th March 2018
There were no matters arising.

 4. Proposals for Vice-Presidents
There were no proposal for Vice-Presidents

 5. Proposals for Honorary Members
There were no proposal for Honorary Members.

 6. Officer Reports
 6.1. Chairman – Simon Pulham

Inevitably, but quite properly, the Chairman’s report must begin with votes of thanks. Firstly to you, our
loyal members, for your continued support and secondly to your hardworking committee for all that 
they do to make the band ‘happen’ from day to day and week to week.

Somebody once said ‘The best laid plans of mice and men’- and our proposals for this year became 
subject to change early on. As reported previously, Charles Hine had to withdraw owing to significant 
health problems making the commute from Colchester effectively impossible.  Richard Harvey has 
also been unavailable and later expressed an interest to come and see us again later this year. You 
will also know by now of the safe arrival of Ella and our love and congratulations are due to the Harvey
family.

We have been pleased to have Matt Wigley with us, albeit for longer than we had first anticipated. Our
thanks are due to him. We hope that he has not only enjoyed his session but learned from it as well. 
Hopefully we have set him up for a lifetime!

Generally your committee meets eleven times a year and often the Cheadle family are our gracious 
hosts and our thanks are due to them (and others) for their kind hospitality. 

David has spent many hours getting the library into order and also coping with a backlog of 
cataloguing. Some of this dates back several years, and comprises music from a band in Ireland and 
the Darlington music centre. At least it is all under one roof now.

We decided to spend some more time rehearsing at Saint Peter’s on the Waterfront. You will have a 
chance to have your say about the whole experience at the annual meeting. 

It seems to me that music making and listening are both ‘in the melt’. We are not the only people to be
noticing changes. Suzanne assures me that the illustrious Wolsey orchestra now sometimes finds it 
difficult to tackle some of the larger symphonic orchestral works, simply because there are not the 
numbers of players in the area that there once were. We too find ourselves ‘booking deps’, and we 
must record our thanks to them, some people are generous with their time and others rightly claim 
their reasonable expenses. It is obviously something that we constantly have to bear in mind.

Audiences are declining everywhere and for many other groups. I feel that we need to put ourselves in
the way of audiences - it is rare that they will come to us. Diversity and appearing with other groups is 
a possible way forward. The abandonment by the BBC of the weekly ‘Listen to the Band’ programme 
on Radio 2 was the end of a decades old tradition of broadcasting wind and brass bands. Although, 
how many of you ever listened to it?!



David Brunning, who has recently stepped down from the committee and is taking some time out from 
the band adequately summed it up at a recent meeting – ‘The people that do it (players) are the 
people who are interested in it’ We need to find ways to radiate our enthusiasm to the public where we
meet with them and encounter them. A good quality performance of any type of music will always 
attract people. Let’s make it our mission!

I hope that we will be able to spend some time at the AGM discussing the three P’s

Perception, Performance and Personnel.

 6.2. Secretary – Angela Hope
It's been a very, very,very long year of getting things done, dusted and ship-shape.

My first task of the year was to tackle the monster that was the GDPR. This was all everyone was 
talking about at the start of last year but it has been long since forgotten. I spent a considerable 
amount of time in the first instance; googling, reading and learning about what our GDPR 
requirements were to be. The process started with an information audit...What information do we 
keep? Why do we keep it? How do we keep it? Do we need to keep it? There was a lot of deleting and
shredding and filing. I had to write a privacy policy, and a cookie policy and a financial controls policy. I
had to email all past members to find out if I could keep their details on file. I had to email everyone on
the waiting list for the same reason. I created a central repository of band contacts to ensure there 
were no errant copies lying around. And I had to update the registration forms. And yes I did have 
better things to do with my time.

As you all know, Jill Blofield kindly provides her services every year voluntarily as Independent 
Examiner of the band accounts. Now you would think this would just involve seeing what monies come
in, what monies went out and making sure all the columns tally? But no! Jill is a little accounting ninja 
and leaves no i's un-dotted and no t's uncrossed. Great for the band and the charity. Terrible for 
myself and Mark. My second task of the year was to wade through Jill's questions from last year's 
examination, 4 pages worth of comments, suggestions, corrections, and then make a to do list for the 
committee to work through. We finally got everything done and I responded to Jill on 7 th December last
year. So far so quiet...[holds breath]

I thank you Jill for your time...and for stealing all mine!

The band website was up for renewal in March and we decided that it was time for a freshen up. Let's 
face it, the last website (that I did) was terrible and although I'm not the greatest web designer in the 
world it's a whole lot better now! It's not finished yet, I still have a lot of information to add on there 
again, but I will get round to it. As you can see I have been awfully busy!

Although I believe it is important for any business or organisation to have a website, it seems that 
most people now use social media as their first point of contact. I am the only person that posts on the
Facebook page and I don't really have the time or energy to do this on a regular basis. It would be 
really great to have a handful of volunteers who I can make administrators, to post, share and keep 
the SCB Facebook page alive. It doesn't have to be a full time job, but some help would be great. I 
look forward to hearing from you!

Another “little” job that I took on this year was the archive of the band minutes and correspondence. 
This was everything from 1967 until about 1997. The crates of folders are kept at FADOS house and 
had become very damp. They spent a few days in David's spare room drying out, followed by a few 
weeks in my garage and then a few more in my conservatory before I was able to deal with them. I 
purchased 10 lever arch files and goodness knows how many dividers and spent a good few weeks 
sorting everything out into the new folders, getting rid of the duplications and the unnecessaries and 
drowning underneath reams of stinky old paper. Everything has now been sorted and sealed in plastic 
boxes and is back safe and sound in storage.

When I started doing the weekly update, I wondered to myself why I didn't start doing it earlier. Of 
course I unintentionally stepped on Lisa's toes and it saw the end of the monthly newsletter. I thank 
Lisa for all her hard work over many years producing the newsletter for us. Many of you have 
responded very positively to the updates and I thank you for that. On the whole, for a small amount of 
effort on my part I know that everyone is kept well-informed most of the time. However, if you ever 
dare tell me that you didn't know where a rehearsal was being held or when the next engagement is 
beware...I will probably bite your head off!

 6.3. Treasurer – Mark Cheadle
The accounts were circulated.

My apologies for not being at the AGM and hence the written report.



I'm not going to pick out each item line by line but will highlight some of the figures. Overall, 2018 saw 
a small loss for the year of £206. You will see that income is down slightly, after adjusting from the 
one-off sale of the Band's trailer in the previous year. More and more members now pay their subs 
monthly and this helps with cashflow and if anybody would like to do this in the future, please speak to
me. The 'Donations' have seen a big increase this year and this includes money generated by coach 
passengers for the 2 coach trips to Eastbourne and Deal. Thanks must go to Gordon for arranging the 
collections. The 'Donations' also includes a sum donated by the Social Fund.

Turning to the costs, the biggest uplift was for Guest Players - brought in for many of our concerts, not 
only to cover absent players but to also augment the band to cover parts that we don't always cover 
week by week - e.g. by having more horns. The cost of the coaches mentioned previously is also 
reflected and obviously we don't do 2 trips every year, although I do know that many members enjoy 
our saunter into foreign parts! Again, if you make an adjustment for the CD recording costs, our costs 
are similar to those of 2017. With this in mind, we do have CD stocks to sell and perhaps you can give
this some thought - all ideas welcome!

I'll be happy to answer any questions you may have upon my return to Band later this month.

Finally, thanks go to Jill Blofield for acting as our 'independent examiner' once again!

It was proposed that the statement of accounts be adopted by the meeting.
Proposed – Gordon Scopes
Seconded – Mandy Chinery
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 6.4. Membership Secretary – Gordon Scopes
My annual reminder to use TeamSnap. Your availability for rehearsals and engagements are 
paramount. Deps are not easy to find at short notice. Please do your very best to use TEAMSNAP.

A very warm welcome to new members, we trust you will enjoy music making with the SCB for many 
years.

As always if the membership has ideas regarding engagements or improvement please talk to us.

Thank you for all the support.

 6.5. Librarian – David Seymour
I took over librarian duties at Easter last year from Mandy Chinery who had been “holding the fort” for 
a while until a long-term replacement (me) was found.

I initially spent  time “cleansing” the data in the library database and I added to the capability to 
capture a lot more information that’s not currently held - date music withdrawn/returned, holder, date 
music last played, venue, MD etc. I can also now capture information on the music’s publisher, 
condition, mark it as verified present in the store (or missing –more of that later),  have an expanded 
notes field and set up various filters so I can quickly see what music is in which pad, or what’s out on 
loan. Unlike previous librarian’s I’m too old to hold all this stuff in memory!

As far as the music itself is concerned there is a huge volume of music (I estimate 1500-2000 pieces) 
stored that came from a band in Darlington some years ago but has not been catalogued. “Not 
catalogued” may as well mean “Not there” as it’s obviously unknown and unfindable.  Given the scale 
of the task it’s hardly surprising it’s not been tackled but I’ve made a start and catalogued about 150 
pieces.  At this rate it’s going to take quite a few years but I’ll plod through it until I retire and then 
maybe things will speed up.  Much duplicates what we already hold but it has already been useful for 
sourcing missing “spares”. Some is also in very poor condition and/or  long out of fashion but I have 
also found about a dozen “gems” in good condition which are wind-band standards that I was 
surprised to see the band didn’t own. One of these we’ve played a lot recently (Suite Français) – so 
love it or hate it you have me to thank for that!

The physical state of library does need a bit or work, another daunting task. Storage cases are in very 
poor condition and many need replacing or relabelling and generally it all needs “restacking” to get in a
more logical order and create some turnaround space for cataloguing the Darlington music. I need to 
buy a another storage rack (there’s just enough space ) for this purpose.  The store is also quite damp
so this isn’t helping and there’s a lot of junk which I‘ve been wary of clearing too soon in case it’s 
actually not junk at all. The manuscript carol sheets narrowly escaped being thrown away last year! 
Several large storage boxes were full of much “band archive” material going back 50 years (cheque 
book stubs from 1980?) in very poor condition which Angela has now properly curated, dried and 
cleaned and returned for re-storage in a watertight box. The doors have also now been sorted out, so 



no longer is it a major operation opening them requiring the help of a claw hammer.

A major problem has been missing music. I’ve been finding about 5-10% of music requested by MDs 
simply isn’t there, which is very disappointing. Much of this has then been found following enquiries 
and it seems some of our MD’s have been more efficient at returning scores and parts than others. I 
think I’ve now got this under control going forward due to the work I’ve done on the database but it’s 
caused me a few wasted journeys. Fortunately I live only a 10 minute drive away.

In summary it’s a job that does take up more time than I expected (or perhaps than it needs!) but 
despite this I’m happy to carry on the role. It’s got some challenges but I’ll tackle these gradually over 
the next couple of years and I actually find it quite rewarding and interesting uncovering and 
researching music that hasn’t seen the light of day for a few decades!

 6.6. Concert Manager – Russell Banyard
Seems to have been a good year for concerts further afield over the past year, with the band travelling
to Eastbourne and Deal. Despite the extra cost of hiring coaches, it nice to have most of the members 
and their families travelling together, ensuring large working parties at both ends of the day and 
possibly encouraging a greater sense of camaraderie amongst the band.

Another long day, was the Remembrance Day Service and Memorial Concert at Shotley. I know there 
were some doubts about how the day would go when we were originally booked for this, but it seemed
to go well and the audience were appreciative.

The decision to make band members bring their own stands seems to be working ok. We still have 
some in the cupboard as spares, but just as a reminder, we won’t be replacing these if they become 
damaged beyond repair.

We’ve also been spending a little on our existing kit. The new castor wheels for the timpani were much
required as 20+ years of shifting them about had destroyed the bearings on the swivels. They’re much
easier to move now, as is the tea-trolley, which received the old wheels and some TLC as well.

Thanks all for your help and this year may feel a little different, with no Barham Hall, but an outdoor 
concert at Oulton Broad bandstand instead. Looking forward to it!

 6.7. Other Trustees – Adrian Budgen
This is a privilege indeed! A new AGM item has appeared on the agenda this year giving the untitled 
trustees the opportunity to report formally to the meeting. So firstly, thanks to whoever thought of it! 
Then secondly, while it is something to grasp, what on earth can be added which hasn’t already been 
said by the titled trustees? Well two things bubble to the surface in my mind – one about the 
committee itself and the other about band processes. 

I am a rare breed, one of a kind in fact. Since David Brunning resigned recently I am the only untitled 
trustee on the committee. So the first thing I would like to highlight in this ‘Other Trustee’s’ report is a 
plea to avoid us becoming extinct. Many hands make light work and the more members taking part in 
the running of band the better it is – much better than a few doing all the heavy lifting. Also, with the 
exception of one committee member, I am the most recent addition and I have been part of it for 
seven years! As our audience numbers and third party performance opportunities appear to dwindle, 
new and fresh perspectives on how to run the band are needed. It makes no sense for the same 
people to run the band in the same way decade upon decade. So if you have some spare time now 
and again which you could give to the running of the band please get yourself nominated and voted on
to the committee. I won’t quite advocate voting for ‘none of the above’ as we would probably go into 
constitutional meltdown and there is enough of that about already these days, but wouldn’t it be great 
if the committee of 2019 - 20 was made up entirely of new faces?

The kind of things an ordinary trustee becomes involved in can be wide and varied and an example 
from the past twelve months brings me to the second part of this report.

One of the background tasks we have been involved in this year, in an effort to clarify communications
and processes, is the development of some initial contact information. This is to help with those 
moments of first contact with the band where we want to encourage new members, yet keep a handle 
on the balance of the band.

The documents we came up with are a Hello letter and a Welcome letter. These are for the Secretary 
or Membership Secretary to provide, either in paper or electronic form, to a prospective new player. 
The Hello letter is for the first response after the player has made initial contact probably via the 
Introduce Yourself Form online. Then after the usual three rehearsal ‘getting to know you’ period, if the
committee decide to invite the interested player to join, the Welcome letter is presented to them. 



The rationale for these documents is to clarify expectations and also to avoid situations, which have 
occurred in the past, where newbies have thought they were members, but actually no formal 
invitation had been made. 

The two ‘initial contact’ letters are below and hopefully might make interesting reading for existing 
members.

 7. Musical Director Reports

Roger Jones
I always enjoy conducting Suffolk Concert Band even in the coldest and warmest of climates, and we have 
certainly experienced the extremities these last few months! I do hope the heating in the rehearsal room 
can be sorted before the onset of winter because it's certainly not conducive to comfortable music making. 
Planning rehearsals too, particularly with challenging music, was not always easy from one week to the 
next, however the stalwarts of the band always made the sessions worthwhile.

The music challenges, with the talent the band has, is surely what it is all about. It would be very easy to 
revert to the tried and tested both for conductor and musician. The challenges (Colas Breugnon), we 
undertook were mine too and there is no doubt you sometimes question choices by considering by 
reverting to a good old Suppé overture. I believe the band rose to the challenges and whilst there is always 
more you could do with the music, the band should be proud of what they achieved.

One further observation is that for public concerts, whatever the programme content, a full compliment of 
instruments is required with band members committing early. If there are gaps; oboes, horns, trombones 
for instance, then dep players should be booked well in advance. This will save possible changes to the 
programme the conductor beginning to doubt choices made, and last minute rehearsals.

Finally it is a privilege and honour for me to be asked to conduct SCB. I am delighted the band enjoyed the 
concerts we did together and I hope sometime in the not to distant future I am afforded the opportunity to 
conduct the band again. I wish everyone happy music making, whatever the climate!

Matt Wigley
It was an amazing experience to work with Suffolk Concert Band for the final term of 2018. With three 
concerts to look forward to, we were able to explore a large and diverse selection of repertoire. Throughout 
the term, the band were utterly supportive of my endeavours as MD, and it didn't take long at all to feel like 
a welcomed and supported member of SCB.

I've always assumed a relatively contemporary vision as a conductor; which I believe developed as my 
previous conducting experiences primarily lay in conducting student ensembles at University. Being a 
member of these ensembles, which also consisted of friends, I recognised the importance of conductor-
instrumentalist rapport and considered this of primary importance within my first term of conducting SCB. 
Fortunately, I was greeted by many friendly faces (well, it started way before then as I met the incredibly 
welcoming Simon and Mandy one cold morning to pick up some scores) and I soon felt my confidence 
growing as I started to assume my role within the ensemble. I've always considered everybody's role to be 
of equal importance within an ensemble - to me, it is one big team and providing everyone does their job 
with conviction and purpose, the resulting music tends to sound excellent! Keen to develop socially, it was 
great to get involved in setting up and putting away percussion etc - I have no intention of creating any sort 
of hierarchy and am enthusiastic that every member of the ensemble feels like an equal collaborator, 
something which was proved to me within weeks.

Musically, it was an exciting term. The first concert was one of great significance, as on Armistice Day, 
Suffolk Concert Band took part in acknowledging 100 years since the end of the Great War. The 
programme was chosen to reflect on the conflict; including typical marches of the day, music from films 
about the Great War, and music of remembrance. It was an honour to lead the ensemble on this profound 
occasion, in front of a large and respectful audience. I'd previously conducted a Last Post Ceremony at the 
Menin Gate on Anzac Day 2015; this musical acknowledgement of the Great War was equally as fitting and
I felt the band demonstrated an incredible justice to the fallen, through the act of remembrance.

With the first concert over, our attentions turned to two Christmas themed concerts. A small amount of 
repertoire was added to the pads, including some festive favourites and carols, and we were soon 
rehearsing for the first concert at Shotley. Despite a small audience, the band was very well received, 
sharing the stage with the Chelmondiston Male Voices. A selection of carols in the second half thoroughly 
confirmed that the band was in festive spirits. With Christmas fast approaching, the band played its final 
engagement of the year on the 19th December at Holy Trinity. The programme was festive themed, with a 
few favourites from the proceeding term thrown in.

It has been an amazing privilege to work with SCB, who have been incredibly supportive, patience and 
welcoming as I continued to find my confidence as a conductor. The profound and unique feeling of 



conducting a 40-piece wind band cannot be replicated - the concept of controlling music through gesture 
continues to amaze me. It is surely the most transcendent feeling.

The members of the band really are at its core and add something truly special to it. They are both 
inspirational musicians and people. Throughout my time as MD, I've smiled ever so much (both at the 
music and Sue's stories) and certainly indicates that SCB will continue to thrive as an ensemble, regardless
of who's at the front!

 8. Election of Committee

Chairman – Simon Pulham
Proposed – Angela Hope
Seconded – Sarah Saunders
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

Secretary – Angela Hope
Proposed – Hannah Kingston
Seconded – Jane Walker
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

Treasurer – Mark Cheadle
Proposed – Julie Rapior
Seconded – Lucy Ball
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

Membership Secretary – Gordon Scopes
Proposed – Kath Sutton
Seconded – Sally Webb
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

Concert Manager – Russell Banyard
Proposed – Paul Blofield
Seconded – Gordon Scopes
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

Librarian – David Seymour
Proposed – Kate Budgen
Seconded – Mandy Chinery
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 8.1. Election of Other Committee Members

Trustee – Adrian Budgen
Proposed – Sarah Saunders
Seconded – Lucy Ball
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 9. Approval of Independent Examiner for Suffolk Concert Band Accounts
Jill Blofield was proposed to be the Independent Examiner for the Suffolk Concert Band Accounts.
Proposed – Mark Cheadle
Seconded – Sue Jayasuriya
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 10. Membership Subscriptions for 2020
The committee recommend that subscriptions should remain the same in 2020.

 11. Constitution Updates
Proposed updates to constitution were circulated (see Appendix C). These changes have come about due 
to ecommendations made by Jill Blofield during the examining of the accounts.

Proposed – Gordon Scopes
Seconded – Mandy Chinery
The vote was unanimously in favour of the proposal.

 12. St. Peters on the Waterfront
The band has held a number of trial rehearsals at St. Peter's on the Waterfront and the committee need to 
make a decision as to whether to continue at this venue. In the meantime, an opportunity has arisen to 
rehearse at Henley Community Centre on a regular basis, including some storage space.



Comments made at the meeting about St. Peters were that many members feel unsafe walking to and from
the venue, negotiating the busy roads and a few members objected to the cost of car parking in the town 
centre. However, the meeting acknowledged that the acoustic was by far superior to Holy Trinity.

Henley Community Centre was received well by the meeting although we would need to consider those 
that don't drive and how this might affect them. Most of the band have rehearsed at the hall however, it was
suggested that we try it for a period of time to trial the travelling. We would not have free access to Henley 
as we do with Holy Trinity so we would need to be organised when requiring kit for concerts and loading a 
trailer.

The hire costs are as follows:
- Holy Trinity (+storage) £29 per week
- St. Peters (+possible storage) £35 per week
- Henley (+storage) £36 per week

St. Clements Church in Ipswich has plans to be refurbished and turned into a venue. Ian Blofield is 
currently investigating the status of this project with Ipswich Borough Council.

Simon reported that himself and Angela had recently met with the vicar of Holy Trinity, who also have plans
to refurbish in the mid to longterm, and were seeking out the possibility of a collaboration with the band.

A nicer rehearsal venue would attract more people to join the band.

A straw poll was taken to find out if the band would prefer to rehearse at Henley Community Centre rather 
than St. Peter's on the Waterfront. The vote was unanimously in favour of Henley. The committee will 
discuss this at the next meeting, in the meantime we remain cordially at Holy Trinity.

 13. Uniform
The results of the uniform survey were presented to the band. 

In summary:
- the band needs a uniform
- preferably something different to what we have now but keep links with the Suffolk regiment
- a traditional uniform with a modern twist but definitely not school band
- the jury's out on neckwear!
- most would be happy to assist purchase if the price is right

A sub-committee to take this project forward has been selected: Simon Pulham, Russell Banyard, Toby 
Hope, Sue Jayasuriya, Sarah Saunders and Lucy Ball.

 14. Perception, Performance and Personnel
The following questions were asked in an open forum:

How are the band perceived?
- an ageing group of musicians
- a uniform is required to identify the collective band
- we have no profile in the local area
- we need to be out in public, regularly playing to people, gathering a following
- we need to put on exciting, entertaining concerts, with guests and themes

What image would you like us to portray?
- to be musically entertaining
- we should not turn people away who want to join
- regular Wednesday night concerts at attractive venues
- more publicity, more social media presence
- be involved with Ipswich Music Day

Where should we recruit? Where should we be looking for new members?
- schools
- school leavers
- joint concerts
- players who are “retired” i.e. their playing has lapsed

What audience should we target?
- anyone and everyone
- involve charities, share costs



Should our performances be formal or informal?
- formal in uniform as a band
- with other groups as shared concerts, helps with the audience, helps with publicity

Where should we be performing?
- Felixstowe in the summer; the Triangle, seafront or gardens
- Elmhurst Park in Woodbridge
- St. Peters on the Waterfront

The committee made a plea to the band to continue to share ideas and feed information to them.

 15. Any Other Business
Simon Pulham thanked Brian Annis for chairing the meeting. 

Meeting closed at 9.27pm


